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Come Find Your Virginia | OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES

Consistently rated the best in America, Virginia’s 40-plus state parks have been the scenic backdrop for perfect holidays for more than 85 years. Offering experiences as diverse as the state’s landscape itself, parks can be found along the Atlantic Ocean and Chesapeake Bay, on historic sites, in the Blue Ridge Mountains and just outside of major cities. The parks have thousands of campsites, hundreds of cabins, more than 500 miles of trails, and convenient access to Virginia’s major waterways.

VIRGINIA STATE PARKS

VIRGINIA.ORG/THINGS-TO-DO/OUTDOORS/STATE-PARKS/
CHINCOTEAGUE ISLAND
A tiny fishing town off Virginia’s Eastern Shore, Chincoteague Island is steps away from the Atlantic Ocean and famous for the Chincoteague ponies that live in the 37-mile-long Chincoteague National Wildlife Refuge on nearby Assateague Island. Each July the Chincoteague Volunteer Fire Company’s Pony Swim and Auction brings scores of spectators to the island town as the saltwater cowboys round up ponies and swim them across the channel.

GOLF COURSES GALORE
Fore! Get ready for some of the country’s best classic course designs and modern layouts. Virginia offers some of the world’s top-ranked golf, with courses spanning from the mountain tops to the coastal shores. Adding the wonderful year-round weather to the legendary scenic landscape creates a golf destination that is as alluring and accessible as anywhere in eastern North America, with 220 public courses to choose from.

KAYAK WITH DOLPHINS
Enjoy the thrill of a close encounter with Atlantic Bottlenose Dolphins in the Chesapeake Bay. Ideal water temperatures make Virginia Beach a year-round playground for these curious mammals, guaranteeing you a standout adventure. While easily spotted even from shore, one of the best ways to see them is on the water from a kayak, with tour company Chesapeake Outdoors.

SKYLINE DRIVE
Skyline Drive is Shenandoah National Park’s linear conduit, 105 miles long with 75 overlooks connecting travelers to all the major visitor centers, campgrounds, lodges, picnic areas and most trailheads. Concrete posts numbered every mile keep you apprised of your whereabouts. Fall is the most popular time to travel the Drive, with its colorful foliage from late September to mid-November. Spring offers colorful wildflowers as well as blooming azaleas and mountain laurel.
Eastern America’s largest caverns are a U.S. Natural Landmark noted for their profuse variety of formations and unsurpassed natural colors. From well-lighted, paved walkways explore cathedral-sized rooms with ceilings 10 stories high, filled with towering stone columns and crystal-clear pools. Also hear the sounds of the world’s only Stalacpipe Organ, played from a regular-size organ but with organ pipes that are stalactites themselves, spreading over three underground acres and wired with little rubber mallets. Below-ground temperatures hover around 54 degrees, so the caverns are a great place to escape summer’s heat and perhaps even warm up on a chilly winter day.

LURAY Caverns
LURAYCAVERNS.COM
GREAT FALLS PARK

The whitewater wonder is a natural highlight of Virginia where the historic Potomac River crashes over ragged rock at this 800-acre park. George Washington himself commissioned a system of canals and locks to allow barge traffic to navigate around this extensive whitewater froth working its way through Mather Gorge. After visiting the remarkable falls, enjoy 15 miles of hiking trails and five miles of horseback riding and biking trails, perfect for an exciting day trip.

NPS.GOV/GRFA

HIKING THE APPALACHIAN TRAIL

Virginia is home to 544 miles of the Appalachian Trail, making it easy to sample a section of the world-famous path through America’s untamed wilderness. Over 100 miles lie in Shenandoah National Park, after which the trail parallels the famous Blue Ridge Parkway on its way through the state, ending in Damascus, known as Trail Town USA, where it follows the town’s main thoroughfare and connects with numerous other legendary American trails.

VIRGINIA.ORG/THINGS-TO-DO/OUTDOORS/HIKING/APPALACHIAN-TRAIL

RIDE THROUGH THE VINES

There’s more than one way to visit a winery in Virginia. Explore some of the area’s most beautiful vineyards on horseback with Indian Summer Guide Service. The 5-star private, guided horseback rides through the vines in the Charlottesville area offer an experience unlike any other. When followed by a glass of award-winning Virginia wine it’s hard to find a more perfect way to spend the day.

INDIANSUMMERGUIDESERVICE.COM

PEDALING PERFECTION

Novice cyclists or families with young children can take a leisurely ride along a gorgeous greenway or paved rail-to-trail route; experienced riders can explore the challenging curves of the Blue Ridge Parkway; and adrenaline-lovers can take on the rugged trails in Virginia’s Blue Ridge, America’s east coast mountain biking capital.

VISITROANOKEVA.COM/BIKING/
Enjoy a relaxing 45-minute paddle on kayak from the local wharf of Bayford to Chatham Vineyards. Guides from SouthEast Expedition’s Winery Kayak Tour “Paddle Your Glass Off” will identify local wildlife and aquaculture along the way, then provide a tour around the historic property once ashore. After a complementary wine tasting there’s always time to sit outside at the vineyard and enjoy a glass of wine along with a cheese tray before paddling back. Chatham Farm has been a working farm for four centuries.

The historic outbuildings, barns and two early 1900s homes on the property have been renovated in recent years. The winery was constructed in 2005 and currently has a production capacity of 3,000 to 5,000 cases annually. Since 1999, more than 20 acres of high-density (1,740 vines per acre) French vinifera varietals have been planted — Merlot, Chardonnay, Cabernet Franc, Cabernet Sauvignon and Petit Verdot.

Chatham Vineyards
9232 Chatham Road, Machipongo, VA

chatammwineyards.com
**TARNISHED TRUTH**
4200 Atlantic Avenue, Virginia Beach, VA

The Historic Cavalier Hotel offers a wide array of dining options with garden-to-table at Becca, rustic fare at Hunt Room, hand-crafted cocktails and bites in the Raleigh Room, and beachside favorites at the Cavalier Beach Bar. Located adjacent to the Hunt Room, Tarnished Truth uses old and new distilling techniques to create a superb portfolio of award-winning locally crafted bourbon, rye whiskey, vodka, gin and other specialty spirits.

CAVALIERRESORTVB.COM

**MARIGOLD RESTAURANT BY CHEF JEAN-GEORGES**
701 Club Drive, Keswick, VA

The cuisine at Marigold by Jean-Georges reflects a passionate commitment to fresh, local and organic ingredients. The menu changes often to offer sustainable and seasonal produce that is at its peak – much of it grown at their own nearby farm. The restaurant features 130 indoor seats, 20 bar seats and 70 outdoor seats. The design is a comfortable textural “rustic chic” with a mix of black and white stone and rustic hardwood floors, a distinctive bar with a fluted tile design and a stone fireplace.

MARIGOLDJG.COM

**CHEFS TABLE AT PLEASURE HOUSE OYSTERS**

Set out on the Lynnhaven River and discover how oysters are harvested. Boat tours provide a behind-the-scenes look through various oyster farms along the river. Don’t miss the Chef’s Table Tour experience, dining on fresh oysters pulled straight from the water as you stand tableside and knees-deep in the river at the Pleasure House Oyster Farm enjoying their legendary flavors.

PLEASUREHOUSEOYSTERS.COM/TOURS/

**PIPPIN HILL FARM & VINEYARDS**
5022 Plank Road, North Garden, VA

Pippin Hill Farm is a unique culinary vineyard among the growing number of fine wineries in Virginia’s Monticello American Viticultural Area, Wine Enthusiast’s ‘Wine Region of the Year 2023’. Distinguished by a sustainable viticulture program and landscaped gardens and courtyards overlooking a pristine valley, the winery’s open-vaulted central area, complete with adjoining porch bar and field stone fireplace with a wood-burning cooking oven, promises a sophisticated wine tasting experience.

PIPPINHILLFARM.COM
Michelin-starred chef Patrick O’Connell is now able to fulfill a lifelong dream of offering the simple, classic American dishes of his childhood, reimagined. Patty O’s Café is a former gas station on the village square that has been transformed into a charming sidewalk café, an inviting bar, and a cozy dining room. A bakery and European-style pastry shop are located on the side of the building. Menu highlights include a crock of Pimento cheese, champagne brined ham sandwich and Patty O’s half roast chicken with Ratatouille and pureed potatoes.

The cafe offers an additional dining option for visitors and guests of the 3 Michelin-starred Inn at Little Washington, located directly across the street. Dining at the Inn has been likened to a performance with the guest always playing the star role. The Inn’s dining rooms are pure fantasy – a wondrous cocoon of luxury. Rose-colored, silk lampshades float above each table creating a private, romantic world below. The Chef’s creations arrive at one of the 30 intimate tables as if served by invisible hands, course after course more dazzling than the last. From the award-winning 14,000-bottle wine cellar, which includes the finest offerings from Bordeaux, Burgundy, California and Virginia, the Sommelier plays matchmaker between you, your dinner and the wine.

PATTYO'S CAFÉ AND BAKERY
AND THE INN AT LITTLE WASHINGTON
389 Main Street, Washington, VA

PATTYOOSCAFE.COM AND THEINNATLITTLEWASHINGTON.COM
HARRIMANS GRILL AT
SALAMANDER MIDDLEBURG
500 North Pendleton St., Middleburg, VA

Recently awarded the prestigious Five-Star Rating by the Forbes Travel Guide, Harrimans Grill features bold and flavorful dishes based on the bounty of Middleburg’s surrounding farms, butchers, and specialty sourced seafood from coastal waters. The octagonal-shaped dining room features sweeping views of Salamander Middleburg’s pastoral estate, which offers a Culinary Garden and firepits perfect for after-dinner drinks. Salamander Middleburg is one of only five properties in the U. S. to earn separate Five Star Awards for its accommodations, restaurant and spa.

HARRIMANSGRILL.COM

BARBOURSVILLE VINEYARDS
17655 Winery Road, Barboursville, VA

Spread across 1,000 acres, Barbourville Vineyards cultivates 150 acres of vines on the historic property of Governor James Barbour. In 1976, Gianni Zonin, the head of one of Italy’s oldest wine families, acquired the land. Over the next 45 years, Zonin, along with winemaker Luca Paschina, has come to define the vinicultural region envisioned by Thomas Jefferson nearly two centuries ago. Convinced the area surrounding his Monticello home was well suited for European wine production, Jefferson’s dream is finely realized at Barboursville.

BBYWINE.COM

THE RESTAURANT AT PATOWMACK FARM
42461 Lovettsville Road, Lovettsville, VA

Hidden in the woods of Lovettsville, nourish your soul and excite your palate while you savor earth-to-table, local, organic, seasonal cuisine in a setting only Mother Nature could create. Eat produce that was picked at their peak that morning or afternoon. Food is prepared according to the number of reservations, allowing the restaurant the ability to pick “just enough” fresh produce making sure to honor sustainability practices.

PATOWMACKFARM.COM

GREENHILL VINEYARDS
23595 Winery Lane, Middleburg, VA

Nestled in the hills of the Blue Ridge Mountains, Greenhill is the foremost boutique winery in Loudoun County, Virginia, delivering quality wine with friendly and professional staff in a breathtaking farm winery setting. They celebrate the terroir with 100 percent Virginia wines, and offer Charolais beef and honey from their apiaries at the Farm Store. An adults-only winery (21 and over), reservations are required for groups of 10 or more and can be made online.

EXPERIENCEGREENHILL.COM
No other home in the United States more accurately reflects the personality of its owner than Monticello. Monticello is the autobiographical masterpiece of Thomas Jefferson—designed and redesigned and built and rebuilt for more than 40 years—and its gardens were, and still are, a botanic showpiece, a source of food, and an experimental laboratory of ornamental and useful plants from around the world. Parks have been the backdrop for perfect holidays for more than 85 years. Offering experiences as diverse as the state’s landscape itself, parks can be found along the Atlantic Ocean and Chesapeake Bay, on historic sites, in the Blue Ridge Mountains and just outside of major cities. The parks have thousands of campsites, hundreds of cabins, more than 500 miles of trails, and convenient access to Virginia’s major waterways.

Construction began in 1769 according to Jefferson’s first design, which was completed (except for porticoes and decorative interior woodwork) when he left for Europe in 1784. So inspired by a particular building in France Jefferson changed the plans, and work on a new design began in 1796, then complete in 1809. There are a total of 43 rooms in the entire structure: The first design of Monticello had 14 rooms total. About 60 percent of the furnishings on display at Monticello are or may be items original to Jefferson. Other items are period pieces or reproductions of original pieces.

Guided tours of the house are offered daily throughout the year as well as specialty tours discussing the lives of the plantation’s inhabitants; outdoor gardens and plantation tours are offered daily April–October. Children under 5 are free. Reduced rates for adult and student groups are available. Hours vary throughout the year.

MONTICELLO
931 Thomas Jefferson Parkway, Charlottesville, VA
MONTICELLO.ORG
GEORGE WASHINGTON’S DISTILLERY
5513 Mount Vernon Memorial Hwy, Alexandria, VA

In 1799, George Washington’s distillery produced nearly 11,000 gallons, making it one of the largest whiskey distilleries in America. Today, a fully functioning reconstructed working distillery and gristmill produces small batch spirits on site using 18th-century distilling techniques and George Washington’s recipe, from seed to barrel. Tours are offered Saturdays & Sundays, April – October and are included with your Mount Vernon grounds pass or can be purchased separately for $10.

MOUNTVERNON.ORG/THE-ESTATE-GARDENS/DISTILLERY

VIRGINIA MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS
200 N. Arthur Ashe Boulevard, Richmond, VA

With acclaimed holdings in American, British Sporting, Impressionist and Post-Impressionist, and Modern and Contemporary art – and additional strengths in African, Ancient, East Asian, and European – VMFA ranks as one of the top comprehensive art museums in the United States. The museum’s permanent collection encompasses more than 35,000 works of art spanning 5,000 years of world history. Open 365 days a year and admission is always free.

VMFA.MUSEUM

MANASSAS NATIONAL BATTLEFIELD PARK
6511 Sudley Road, Manassas, VA

Established in 1940 to preserve the site of the first two major U.S. Civil War battles, the Manassas National Battlefield Park comprises more than 5,000 acres of terrain where visitors can walk in the footsteps of the Union and Confederate soldiers who fought and died there. Make sure to start your visit by going in the visitor center to ensure you see all the iconic sites the park offers such as the Stone House, the Stonewall Jackson Memorial, and the Stone Bridge.

NPS.GOV/MANA

NATIONAL MUSEUM OF THE UNITED STATES ARMY
1775 Liberty Drive, Fort Belvoir, VA

This is the first national museum to capture, display and interpret the Army’s history through the eyes of soldiers. Its displays and interactive-learning exhibits illustrate the Army’s role in building and defending America, as well as Army humanitarian missions and technological and medical breakthroughs. The museum also features a multisensory 300-degree theater and a tranquil rooftop garden. Open daily with free admission.

THENMUSA.ORG
Discover the real George Washington at Mount Vernon. In addition to being America’s most visited historic home, the estate now includes 25 interactive galleries and theaters. The Ford Orientation Center and the Donald W. Reynolds Museum & Education Center feature artifacts, original movies, hands-on exhibits, and an immersive Revolutionary War “snow” experience. Learn about Washington’s life, from his boyhood to his wartime service, agricultural entrepreneurship, and his presidency. Tour the beautifully restored mansion, four distinctive gardens, and get a glimpse of Mount Vernon’s working farm. The estate, gardens, and farm of Mount Vernon totaled some 8,000 acres in the 18th century. Presently, an estimated 500 acres of this historic property have been painstakingly preserved along the banks of the Potomac River. The historic footprint also includes the tomb of George and Martha Washington and a memorial dedicated to the enslaved people who lived and worked on the estate. Interpretive spaces such as the Farm and George Washington’s Gristmill & Distillery provide a rich understanding of Washington’s enterprising and profitable business ventures.

MOUNT VERNON
3200 Mount Vernon Memorial Highway, Mount Vernon, VA

MOUNTVERNON.ORG
HISTORIC JACKSON WARD
Richmond, VA
Discover one of the country’s foremost African-American communities, Jackson Ward, known as “The Harlem of the South” and “Birthplace of Black Entrepreneurship.” While there, visit the Home of Maggie Walker, the first female bank president in America, and see a newly unveiled bronze statue of Walker. Also, visit the Black History Museum and Cultural Center which celebrates the rich culture and moving histories of Black people in Virginia.
HJWA.ORG

VIRGINIA MUSEUM OF HISTORY AND CULTURE
428 N Arthur Ashe Boulevard, Richmond, VA
Founded in 1831, the Virginia Museum of History & Culture is the oldest cultural organization in the Commonwealth of Virginia, and one of the oldest and most distinguished history organizations in the nation. The museum also serves as the state history museum and houses a collection of more than 9 million items, including Arthur Ashe’s tennis equipment and a complete WAVES uniform from World War II worn by Nancy E. Bailey.
VIRGINIAHISTORY.ORG

HISTORIC TRIANGLE
6511 Sudley Road, Manassas, VA
Virginia’s Historic Triangle is full of living history and fun for the whole family. The area encompasses historic sites from the first English settlement at Jamestown to the end of the Revolutionary War at Yorktown. Colonial Williamsburg is the world’s largest living history museum, with the entire colonial town staying in character 24 hours a day. The re-created Constitutional Army encampment and Revolution-era farm at the American Revolution Museum at Yorktown are a must see. Historic Jamestowne features an active archaeological dig of the first permanent English colony and Jamestown Settlement portrays 17th-century Virginia history and culture through film, immersive galleries, and outdoor re-creations including three English ships that first brought settlers.
VIRGINIA.ORG/PLAN-YOUR-TRIP/TRIP-IDEAS/VIRGINIAS-HISTORIC-TRIANGLE
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VIRGINIA LUXURY GETAWAYS

OFF-THE BEATEN-PATH RESORTS, HISTORIC INNS, AND SUMPTUOUS ACCOMMODATIONS. ESCAPE THE CROWDS AND TAKE TIME TO EXPERIENCE LIFE WITH THE ONES YOU LOVE. IN VIRGINIA YOU’LL REALIZE THE TRUE MEANING OF LUXURY.
1. The Historic Cavalier Hotel & Beach Club
2. Salamander Middleburg
3. Keswick Hall
4. The Clifton
5. The 1804 Inn & Cottages at Barboursville Vineyards
6. The Inn at Little Washington
7. The Inn at Willow Grove
8. Albemarle Estate
9. Goodstone Inn
10. Boar’s Head Resort
11. The Jefferson Hotel
12. Morrison House
13. Williamsburg Inn
14. The Estate at Kingsmill
15. The Ritz-Carlton, Tysons Corner
16. Primland, Auberge Resorts Collection
For nearly a century, the grand Cavalier Virginia Beach has stood sentinel over the Virginia Beach Oceanfront. Perched on a grassy hill overlooking the Atlantic Ocean, Virginia’s most iconic hotel has welcomed ten U.S. Presidents, countless celebrities, and distinguished guests from around the world. The history within the stately architecture reveals a sense of timeless elegance and glamour and earned The Cavalier a spot on the National Register of Historic Places. Now, The Cavalier has been reimagined and reinvented to bring you an experience that marries grand tradition with a warm, contemporary feel. Experience an incomparable Autograph Collection hotel in Virginia Beach.

CAVALIERRESORTVB.COM/CAVALIER-HOTEL
SALAMANDER MIDDLEBURG
Middleburg, VA

Salamander Middleburg is a timeless destination, located in historic Middleburg on 340-acres. The charismatic resort is one of only five properties in the U.S. to earn Forbes Five-Star awards for accommodations, restaurant and spa, and features 168 guestrooms and suites all with scenic views of the countryside. Truly dedicated to health and wellness, a 23,000-square-foot spa boasts 14 treatment rooms and a private outdoor courtyard with a heated pool. In addition, Salamander Middleburg has built one of the finest equestrian facilities and programs in the country with 25 on-site acres dedicated to riding and a 14,000-square-foot stable. The culinary program also does not disappoint with the rustic Harrimans Virginia Piedmont Grill, a multi-experience cooking studio, well-appointed wine bar and jovial billiards room. Also offering zip lining, tennis, nature hikes, archery and an abundant amount of other outdoor activities, the adventures are endless.

SALAMANDERRESORT.COM
KESWICK HALL

Keswick, VA

Known since 1912 for elegance, luxury, grandeur, and a sense of true peace, Keswick Hall sits in the Virginia hills just outside Charlottesville. Reimagined for today, the resort marries classic sophistication with luxurious, modern-day comfort. From an unforgettable dining experience provided by Michelin-starred chef Jean-Georges Vongerichten to indulgent hotel suites with mountain vista views, the experience of staying at Keswick Hall is unlike any other. Experience the legendary Full Cry Golf Course, designed by Pete Dye; lounge at the luxurious infinity-edged pool; play year-round tennis on courts featuring advanced European Red Clay surfaces; indulge in the latest advances in wellness, wrapped in the wonders of nature at Keswick Hall Spa. This is where timeless memories are made.

KESWICK.COM
THE CLIFTON
Charlottesville, VA

Among the historic hotels of Virginia, The Clifton’s heritage is truly unique. Nestled in the
hills on the outskirts of Charlottesville, the boutique hotel was originally constructed in 1799
as a classic colonial-style home for Thomas Jefferson’s daughter and husband, Martha and
Thomas Mann Randolph. Incorporating mid-century details throughout all its spaces,
The Clifton includes 20 guest rooms spanning five late 18th and early 19th century buildings,
a restaurant, bar and lounge, and wine cellar. Stunning amenities include an infinity pool and
hot tub, private lake, walking trails, a croquet lawn and sprawling gardens that include a Chef’s
garden for the restaurant. Michelin-starred Chef Matthew Bousquet helms the onsite 1799
Restaurant, highlighting the regional cuisine of Virginia’s Piedmont. No matter where guests
find themselves on the property, they will enjoy sweeping views of the Blue Ridge Mountains,
tranquility and true Southern hospitality.

THE-CLIFTON.COM
THE 1804 INN & COTTAGES AT BARBOURSVILLE VINEYARDS

Barboursville, VA

Located on the grounds of the award-winning Barboursville Vineyards, The 1804 Inn & Cottages is comprised of select historic houses on a unique wine estate, preserving the intangible space for reflection that cannot be attempted by a conventional properties. A classic Georgian villa, The 1804 Inn predates, by a generation, the construction of Governor Barbour’s mansion which it overlooks, and its three suites are expansive and luxurious in the most timeless way. The three cottages, within strolling proximity to the historic landmark Ruins, the Tasting Room, and Palladio Restaurant, evoke the estate’s plantation history and offer exclusivity, comfort, and seclusion for the utmost in off-the-beaten path luxury.

BBYWINE.COM/OUR-INN
THE INN AT LITTLE WASHINGTON  
Washington, VA

Guests often remark that while the interiors could be called grand, they are also whimsical and wonderfully comfortable. The Inn at Little Washington is not easy to capture in words or pictures. Its magic is more about how the place makes you feel. For history lovers, Washington, Virginia is one of the few unspoiled villages left in America. As a three-Michelin-starred restaurant The Inn at Little Washington offers an unparalleled dining experience. Whatever you’re seeking, rest assured that The Inn’s staff will welcome the challenge of living up to all your expectations.

THEINNATLITTLEWASHINGTON.COM
ALBEMARLE ESTATE
Charlottesville, VA

Deemed “one of America’s true treasures,” Albemarle Estate at Trump Winery offers guests the opportunity to stay at one of the most prestigious and architecturally significant residences in America. Guests will find stunning accommodations accompanied by a lively Tasting Room, Library Bar, private dining room exclusive to hotel guests, outdoor pool and hot tub, fishing ponds, expansive gardens and more. Located at the heart of the Monticello Wine Trail and just 15 minutes from historic downtown Charlottesville, Albemarle Estate offers the consummate wine-country getaway.

TRUMPHOTELS.COM/ALBEMARLE-ESTATE
THE INN AT WILLOW GROVE
Orange, VA

Amidst the lush foothills of Virginia’s Piedmont region, The Inn at Willow Grove blends the timeless elegance and charm of a beautifully restored 1770s historic house with modern luxury, offering 10 boutique rooms, 10 luxury suites and 5 premier suites and cottages. The gourmet farm-to-table Vintage restaurant and pub, beautiful gardens, and 3,000-square-foot spa with a saltwater relaxation pool provide the capping touch for those seeking a comfortable, relaxing, and luxurious escape.

INNATWILLOWGROVE.COM
GOODSTONE INN
Middleburg, VA

Experience historic Middleburg and the enchanting Goodstone Inn, a 265-acre estate minutes from the charming village and Loudoun County’s many wineries. With 18 elegantly decorated guest rooms and suites in six individual residences restored in English and French Country décor, this romantic weekend destination will be remembered for its charming lodging complimented by the impressive culinary offerings. The Inn’s signature restaurant, The Conservatory, as well as the new Bistro, feature locavore menus with fresh ingredients from the on-property farm and an extensive wine list, complete with an elegant 12-seat wine cellar ideal for a private dining experience.

GOODSTONE.COM
BOAR’S HEAD RESORT
Charlottesville, VA

Nestled in the shadows of the Blue Ridge Mountains, the Boar’s Head Resort invites guests to experience a chapter of its storied legacy. With a unique focus on wellness, athletics, and outdoor activities—alongside exceptional food and beverage—guests are perfectly positioned to have it all. There is a unique infusion of local spirit in the thoughtful details sprinkled throughout the resort, and a direct connection to the University of Virginia that embodies and amplifies deep roots in the community. A myriad of recreational and dining offerings, coupled with inviting design and warm-spirited service, create a memorable atmosphere for a getaway experience like no other.

BOARSHEDRESORT.COM
Since 1895, The Jefferson Hotel has been recognized by discerning travelers as Richmond’s grandest hotel and one of the finest in America. Known for its genuinely friendly service, sumptuous guestrooms, breathtaking architecture and elegant décor, The Jefferson is reminiscent of a more gracious era. Guests of The Jefferson enjoy exceptional dining at Lemaire, 24-hour room service and a complimentary health club including an indoor pool. Centrally located in downtown Richmond, all the city’s most popular shopping, entertainment venues, museums and restaurants can be reached via a short walk or by using the hotel’s complimentary transportation.

JEFFERSONHOTEL.COM
MORRISON HOUSE
Alexandria, VA

Morrison House is tucked neatly into Alexandria’s Old Town, just a block away from King Street, one of the ‘Great Streets’ of America. While Alexandria is famous for its historic past and beautifully preserved 18th- and 19th-century architecture, guests will find more than 200 independent restaurants and boutiques sprinkled amongst the many historic sites and museums, all within walking distance. The charming Federalist-style 45-room Autograph Collection hotel is inspired by the history and vibrancy of its surroundings and blends seamlessly into the neighborhood, while the property’s rooms and suites go beyond to envelope guests in luxury and comfort. Leather high-back chairs flank a fireplace; inviting chess tables form a line in front of a tufted sofa. Colonial grace is exceedingly apparent in this romantic Virginia gem.

MORRISONHOUSE.COM
WILLIAMSBURG INN
Williamsburg, VA

Experience Forbes Five-Star, AAA Five Diamond luxury at the iconic Williamsburg Inn. Regarded among the world’s great hotels, Williamsburg Inn in Williamsburg, Virginia, is the crown jewel of Colonial Williamsburg hotels. The Inn offers 62 guestrooms and suites and has hosted a wealth of heads-of-state yet pampers each and every guest with the royal treatment. For many, it is a resort destination in itself. Gourmet dining, outdoor pools, tennis courts, award-winning golf, and a fitness club complete with spa services create a memorable resort experience. Golf enthusiasts are particularly awe-inspired by the adjoining Golden Horseshoe Golf Club featuring 45-holes of championship golf by legendary designers Robert Trent Jones Sr. and Rees Jones. Enjoy access to world-class dining, wellness and recreation, and spa amenities in addition to discount admission to Colonial Williamsburg and exclusive guest benefits.

COLONIALWILLIAMSBURGHOTELS.COM
THE ESTATE AT KINGSMILL
Williamsburg, VA

The newest luxury accommodations on this fabled land in Williamsburg, Virginia, was originally built as a private mansion for the Busch family (Anheuser-Busch). After a $3 million renovation, this 7,000-square-foot, four-bedroom private estate features exquisite views of the James River through expansive walls of moveable glass, an expanded patio and infinity pool, a private chef, and world-class amenities including exclusive access to two luxury SUVs and two customized golf carts. The Estate has been occupied by past United States Presidents, along with many other C-suite leaders.

KINGSMILL.COM
RITZ-CARLTON AT TYSONS CORNER
Mclean, VA

Celebrating local treasures is at the heart of The Ritz-Carlton, Tysons Corner, where classic Virginia artists, traditions and cuisine stand proudly alongside contemporary luxuries. Here, guests can easily access the area’s best offerings, from high-end shopping at the attached Tysons Galleria to iconic attractions in nearby Washington, DC. Tysons Corner is the quintessential example of a well-balanced city. Drawing inspiration from our surroundings, our luxury hotel offers an experience both comforting and decadent with thoughtfully appointed guest rooms and suites, Club Lounge and polished event space. Enjoy robust selection of exciting experiences, including wine tastings and live music at ENTYSE along with special tea and holiday events for children and an array of soothing therapies at The Ritz-Carlton Spa.
PRIMLAND, AUBERGE RESORTS COLLECTION
Meadows of Dan, VA

Primland Resort offers a luxurious back-to-nature escape amidst the majesty of the Blue Ridge Mountains, a natural paradise of forest-cloaked peaks and sun-dappled valleys. Perched at the heart of this pristine wilderness, Primland awaits on its own 12,000-acre mountain estate. From the regal Lodge with its skirt of emerald fairways to the resort’s romantic log cabins and treehouses perched above the Dan River Gorge, winding trails lead to countless fresh discoveries. Wander the banks of streams alive with trout and chance upon a deer, silhouetted in a backlit glade. Experience the rush of mountain biking balanced with the rejuvenation of the Auberge Spa. Gaze at primeval views and star-filled skies from an on-property observatory, basking in the serenity of nature. At Primland Resort every moment is one to savor.

AUBERGERESORTS.COM/PRIMLAND
DISCOVER LUXURY AROUND EVERY CORNER...
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